Let Wbe a noncompact, locally compact Hausdorff space, and let Q be a nonvoid set of continuous functions defined on W with each /G(? having its range in some compact Hausdorff space Xf. Following the work of Constantinescu and Cornea ([l, , where W is a Riemann surface and Q, a class of extended real-valued functions) one adjoins the continuous real-valued functions with compact support, Co, to Q and associates W with its image in the product space Tlf£Q^c0Xf under the evaluation map e. (For each xGW, e(x)(f) =/(x).) The closure of e(W) in YLfeQ^CfX/ is a compact Hausdorff space W containing W (i.e. e(W)) as a dense subset, and the functions in Q have continuous extensions to W which separate the points of W-W. Any compactification of W with these properties is homeomorphic to this one and is called a Q-compactification of W. Below, we construct a Q-compactification of W which uses only the product of the spaces Xs for/ in Q. Thus we avoid using the axiom of choice if Q is a countable collection of real-or complex-valued functions (see [3] ), and for many examples we obtain a compactification which is easier to visualize than the one given above. 
